A sub-structuring approach, along with a unit cell treatment, is proposed to model expansion chamber silencers with internal partitions and micro-perforated panels (MPPs) in the absence of internal flow. The side-branch of the silencer is treated as a combination of unit cells connected in series. It is shown that, by connecting multiple unit cells with varying parameters, the noise attenuation bandwidth can be enlarged. With MPPs, the hybrid noise attenuation mechanism of the silencer is revealed. Depending on the size of the perforation hole, noise attenuation can be dominated by dissipative, reactive, or combined effects together. For a broadband sound absorption, the hole size, together with the perforation ratio and other parameters, can be optimized to strike a balance between the dissipative and reactive effect, for ultimately achieving the desired noise attenuation performance within a prescribed frequency region. The modular nature of the proposed formulation allows doing this in a flexible, accurate, and cost effective manner. The accuracy of the proposed approach is validated through comparisons with finite element method and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic silencers as noise control devices are widely used. Passive acoustic silencers are roughly classified into reactive, dissipative, and hybrid type through their combined effects. In the presence of internal cross-sectional discontinuities, reactive silencers attenuate sound by reflecting its energy back to the upper-stream, mainly in the low-to-mid frequency range. Typically, a simple expansion chamber provides periodic dome-like Transmission Loss (TL) pattern below the cutoff frequency, but the existence of TL dips due to chamber axial length may deteriorate the overall performance. In order to alleviate these deficiencies, internal partitions can be used inside the chamber, as reported in the literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] For example, Selamet and Ji 1 investigated circular expansion chambers with extended inlet and outlet using an analytical approach, which was later extended to dual-chamber 2 and multi-chamber 3 silencers. Lee and Kim 4 attempted to improve the sound attenuation performance of reactive silencers with internal partitions through topology optimization, by considering the reduction of flow loss simultaneously. 5 Another type of reactive silencer is based on acoustic resonators. [6] [7] [8] Howard et al. 6 proposed an exhaust stack silencer with slot-type rhomboid shaped resonators. Wang and Mak 7 studied the sound wave propagation in a duct lined with periodic resonators array. Seo and Kim 8 optimized the arrangement of resonator arrays for broader low-frequency band noise reduction. Meanwhile, a so-called plate silencer with side-branch cavity covered by flexible plates has been developed, 9 which works effectively in the low-to-mid frequency range with properly tuned plate parameters and boundary conditions. On the other hand, dissipative silencers achieve sound attenuation by means of energy dissipation, mainly targeting the mid-to-high frequency range. This type of silencer typically consists of an expansion volume filled with fibrous materials, whose acoustic behavior can be characterized by a complex sound speed and density using a bulk-reacting model. 10 In practice, fibrous linings are usually protected by a perforated duct, which also helps reduce the flow loss. The acoustic impedance of the added perforated lining in contact with fibrous material and its influence on the silencing performance has also been investigated. 11, 12 Since pure dissipative silencers cannot provide adequate sound attenuation in the low frequency range due to the limitation of material property, various hybrid silencers have been proposed to compensate for the low frequency deficiency. [13] [14] [15] [16] For example, Ji 13 analyzed a straight through hybrid silencer consisting of a concentric folded resonator with a dissipative chamber using the boundary element method (BEM). Wu et al. [14] [15] [16] studied various packed silencer configurations using BEM analysis, with different internal surfaces being characterized as regular, perforated, bulk-reacting interfaces. Generally speaking, hybrid silencers can provide a broader TL than reactive or dissipative silencers alone.
In recent years, micro-perforated panel (MPP) absorbers have attracted much attention as promising alternatives to traditional sound absorbing materials. A MPP typically consists of a thin sheet with distributed perforation holes in submillimeter size. Its acoustic impedance can be reasonably well predicted using a model developed by Maa, 17 which regards the small perforation hole as a lattice of short narrow tubes, with an end correction term being added to account for the attached air mass on both ends. Conventional MPP absorbers usually require a backing cavity to create a Helmholtz resonance effect. The dependence of the absorption performance of MPPs on various parameters has been discussed. 17 Apart from the normal incidence, studies on MPP absorbers under more complex working conditions, such as irregular-shaped backing cavity, 18 oblique incidence, 19 or in coupled vibroacoustic environment, 20 etc., have also been reported in the literature. Owing to the nonfibrous, incombustible, and cleanable feature, MPP absorbers have found their uses in a wide range of engineering applications. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] For example, Asdrubali and Pispola 21 proposed noise barriers using transparent polycarbonate MPPs, which exhibit appealing acoustical and optical performances. Park 22 investigated the acoustic behavior of MPP absorbers backed by a Helmholtz resonator for low-frequency performance improvement, and examined its applicability in reducing the noise level inside a launcher fairing. Herrin et al. 23, 24 attempted to enhance the MPP absorption in a rectangular enclosure by partitioning the backing cavity with a honeycomb structure, aiming at applications in construction equipment, building, and acoustic silencers.
The initial attempt of using MPPs for noise control inside a duct was made by Wu, 25 where the MPP surface is considered as a locally reacting boundary. As such, a MPP together with the backing cavity is treated as an equivalent absorptive surface, whose impedance can be calculated using the formula given in Ref. 17 . However, due to the limitation of this assumption, the predicted results were not accurate enough compared with experiments. More recently, Allam and Abom 27, 28 proposed a new type of dissipative silencer based on MPPs, which delivers comparable silencing performance to a dissipative silencer filled with porous materials. In the aforementioned studies, although differences exist among different designs, MPPs are used mainly as dissipative elements. One could wonder that, depending on the hole size of the MPPs and properly arranged backing chambers, whether MPPs might also bring about the reactive effect of the silencers to achieve a well-balanced hybrid effect. In a more general sense, a thorough understanding of the role that MPPs might play in more complex acoustic systems such as silencers is still lacking in the literature. Figure 1 shows a typical silencer with an expansion volume covered by MPPs, and with solid partitions inside the backing cavity. For such systems, conventional modeling techniques based on one-dimensional theory 25, 27 are limited by the higher-order mode propagation, while analytical modeling based on a modal approach and an interface matching technique 1,2 can become very tedious in coping with system complexity. It is noted that due to these limitations, the sound attenuation mechanism of MPP silencers has not been fully apprehended in the literature. In order to tackle the problem, this paper proposes a three-dimensional (3D) substructuring approach based on the Patch Transfer Function (PTF) method [29] [30] [31] [32] to deal with MPP silencers with internal partitions. In the proposed approach, the side-branch is modeled as a combination of multiple unit cells, each comprising a MPP facing and an acoustic backing cavity. The major objectives of the present study are to capture the hybrid noise attenuation mechanism, to analyze the possible influences of system parameters, and to provide guidelines for the design of such silencers.
Following this introduction, the proposed PTF formulation together with the unit cell treatment is presented. Reactive silencers with only internal partitions are first discussed to serve as benchmarks, which are shown to exhibit narrow band TL characteristics. By combining multiple unit cells with varying parameters together as a resonator array, the TL performance and the bandwidth can be generally improved in the selected frequency range. The acoustic behavior after adding a MPP to the reactive chamber is then investigated, and the hybrid effect combining both sound reflection and absorption is analyzed. The study shows that there exists considerable room for possible performance optimization by properly balancing the hybrid effects of the proposed MPP silencers. Using the proposed approach, this can be done by tuning various parameters of the MPPs at a very low computational cost. The accuracy and convergence of the calculations are validated through comparisons with the finite element method (FEM) and experiments.
II. FORMULATION
Consider the straight-through MPP silencer as shown in Fig. 1 . The solid partitions behind a MPP sub-divide the side-branch cavity into multiple chamber units. The substructuring treatment of the global system is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the silencer domain is decoupled into inlet/outlet ducts, main chamber, and two side-branches. The main chamber is connected with the adjacent acoustic domains through four coupling interfaces numbered from 1 to 4. Based on the concept of the PTF approach, [29] [30] [31] [32] each coupling interface between adjacent acoustic domains is meshed into N elementary areas called patches, whose optimal meshing size to ensure the calculation convergence has been discussed in Ref. 29 . Thus, the total numbers of patches being divided at the four interfaces are N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , and N 4 , respectively.
At each coupling interface, the patch transfer functions (PTFs) are used as subsystem couplers, which are defined as the average response at a receiving patch due to an excitation at another patch. In describing the coupling interface of an acoustic domain, patch impedance Z a ij is generally used, while for a vibrating structural interface, using patch mobility Y s ij is more convenient,
where i and j represent the receiving and exciting patch, S i and S j are the corresponding surface areas, and superscripts s and a denote the structural and acoustic quantities, respectively. Note that the subsystem PTF at an interface with N patches is a N Â N square matrix, V and F are both N Â 1 vectors.
The PTF coupling framework for the present MPP silencer is similar to that of a reactive silencer as presented in Ref. 32 . The subsystem PTFs to be determined are summarized as follows: Duct radiation impedances Z d at interfaces 1 and 2; 16 surface-to-surface impedances Z c for the main chamber; side-branch cavity impedances Z sc and MPP surface mobilities Y sc at interfaces 3 and 4, respectively. Note that all these quantities are, a priori, calculated before the assembly to form a set of databases. Then, according to the normal direction notations in Fig. 2 , the equations to describe the fully coupled system in the linear regime are established as
where patch forces at interfaces 1 and 2 between the main chamber and inlet/outlet ducts are required to be continuous; the coupling between the main chamber and side-branch cavities is formulated by treating MPP as a structural interface.
The PTF calculations of conventional subsystems, including duct and main chamber impedance, have been detailed in Ref. 32 . Here, the remaining challenge comes from the modeling of the side-branch cavity. In Fig. 2 , the side-branch cavity can be viewed as a series of unit cells, each comprising a MPP facing and a backing rectangular cavity. Note that the dimensions and MPP parameters of each unit cell can be different. As shown in Fig. 3 , the interface separating the main chamber and the cell cavity is also segmented into N cell patches, where the cavity impedance and MPP mobility are determined. As such, the total number of patches at interfaces 3 and 4 is a sum of patches contributed from all the cells:
where roman numeral superscripts are used to identify the unit cells in Fig. 2 . The side-branch impedance Z sc and mobility Y sc are obtained by combining all the unit cells to form an element array. For the modeling of the MPP in a unit cell, the hole impedance formula by considering the perforated holes as a lattice of short narrow tubes gives
where q 0 is the air density, g is the air viscosity, t and d are the thickness and hole diameter of MPP,
. The term 0.85d/t is used to characterize the end correction effect.
If the panel frame of MPP is rigid, the averaged air velocity in the vicinity of MPP surface V MPP can be obtained by averaging the vibrational velocity inside the perforated holes with the rigid panel frame as
where V h is the air velocity inside the holes, and r is the perforation ratio. When a pressure difference is subjected to both sides of the MPP surface, the hole mass velocity is expressed as 
Since the distance between perforated holes is much larger than their diameters and the panel frame is not vibrating, the cross-coupling between patches among a MPP surface is generally weak. Thus, the MPP mobility of a unit cell is a diagonal matrix (N cell Â N cell ), with corresponding diagonal terms equal to
where S is the surface area of the segmented patch. In practice, a MPP is usually made of a thin metal sheet. If the panel is flexible, its flexural vibration has to be taken into account. According to Eq. (1), the flexural panel vibration being subjected to a pressure difference can be expressed as V p ¼ Y p ðDp Â SÞ, where Y p is the panel structural mobility. 33 The averaged MPP velocity in Eq. (5) is then an average of the air mass velocity inside holes V h , and the vibrating velocity of panel frame V p ,
The pressure difference across the MPP is contributed by the viscous force and inertial force together. The former depends on the relative motion between the air mass and panel frame, while the latter depends on the air mass velocity only, 20 Dp
where Re{} and Im{} represent the real and imaginary parts of the complex hole impedance.
Since the perforation ratio of MPP is typically very low, by neglecting the influence of a small perforated area on the panel vibration, the equivalent MPP mobility can be calculated as
The above equation describes not only the effect of micro-perforation, which is a diagonal matrix related to hole impedance and porosity, but also the cross-coupling between patches through the panel flexural vibration. Note that Eqs. (7) and (10) are identical when the panel frame is rigid, i.e., Y p is a null matrix.
As to the modeling of the backing-cavity behind MPP, the present formulation considers it as a 3D rectangular cavity. Based on the modal expansion theory, the sound pressure field inside the cavity can be analytically decomposed into modal coordinates: 
where a r c is the rth modal amplitude of the cavity, u r c is the corresponding eigenfunction, and the x axis depicts the cavity depth direction, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The rigid-walled acoustic modes as eigenfunctions are adopted here, whose calculation accuracy has been thoroughly validated in the literature, 30, 33 
Substituting the pressure gradient of a vibrating boundary ð@p c =@nÞ ¼ Àjq 0 x V n into the above equation, the cavity modal amplitude can be calculated as
where the cavity resonances k
V n is the averaged normal velocity at an excitation patch.
Then, according to Eq. (1), the backing-cavity impedance of a unit cell, which is a N cell Â N cell matrix, can be obtained as
So far, the cavity impedance and MPP mobility of an elementary unit cell at the coupling interface has been formulated using Eqs. (10) and (15) . Since the unit cells are well separated from each other by the rigid partitions, the sidebranch mobility Y sc and impedance Z sc at interfaces 3 and 4 can be constructed by combining all the unit cells as a common subsystem:
. . . In addition to Eq. (2), the system response at each coupling interface is obtained by applying the velocity continuity condition at the connecting patches:
Then As shown in Fig. 2 , the sound pressure field inside the inlet duct is a combination of incident and reflected sound waves, and that inside the outlet duct is the transmitted sound waves. Once the patch velocity response has been solved, the silencing performance can be evaluated by calculating the sound TL,
where s is the ratio between the transmitted and incident sound power s ¼ P t 2 =P i 1 . The incident sound power P 1 i at interface 1 corresponding to a normal plane wave incidence with pressure amplitude equal to p 0 is
where S 1 is the total surface area of the incident surface. As to the transmitted sound power due to patch vibration at interface 2,
where P 2 is the radiated sound pressure into the outlet duct, calculated via duct radiation impedance
S 2 is the area of the radiation surface; the asterisk for the patch velocity denotes its complex conjugate. 32 In order to reveal the hybrid mechanism of a MPP silencer, the reactive effect and dissipative effect need to be separated. The reflection and absorption coefficients are used to quantify these effects. The reflection coefficient R is defined as the reflected sound power over the incident power at interface 1,
where the reflected sound power P 
Similarly, the absorption coefficient a is defined as the percentage of sound power being absorbed by the silencer, which writes
It is clear that the present 3D modeling does not suffer from the plane wave assumption, which is an inherent limitation in the previous analyses on MPP silencers. 25, 27 Meanwhile, the proposed concept of unit cell provides a flexible tool to handle complex side-branch configurations, which could eventually allow a free-tuning of silencing performance in the design stage.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSES
The proposed sub-structuring formulation is employed to investigate the acoustic behavior of several typical silencer configurations based on Fig. 1 . The main objective is to capture the hybrid noise attenuation mechanism, and to provide some practical design guidelines. The basic silencer configuration is a rigid expansion chamber with a dimension of 0:3 mðxÞ Â 0:1 mðyÞ Â 0:5 mðzÞ, and the cross-section of the inlet/outlet duct is 0:1 mðxÞ Â 0:1 mðyÞ.
A. Reactive silencers with internal partitions
Before considering the effects of MPPs, reactive silencers with only internal partitions are first studied to serve as benchmarks. In Fig. 4 , the chamber length, being kept as 0.5 m, is evenly divided into several sub-chambers by certain pairs of solid partitions, while the central airway is left open for the purpose of air passage. Figure 4 compares the predicted TLs using the present PTF approach with those obtained from FEM analyses using commercial software COMSOL. In all three silencer cases with single, dual, and five chambers, respectively, excellent agreements are observed between PTF curves and FEM results, which validate the proposed formulation. Phenomenon-wise, the attenuation performance of the simplest empty chamber is rather weak in the entire frequency range. For the fivechamber silencer, the predicted TL shows a pronounced sharp peak near 930 Hz, at the expense of compromising the TL performances at other frequencies. This sharp TL peak is actually due to the accumulative effect of connecting multiple identical unit cells in series, forming a kind of resonator array. The resonant frequency of each resonator cell is located at 930 Hz.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the reflection and absorption coefficients, defined in Eqs. (22) and (24) , are used to quantify the reactive effect and dissipative effect. For the two cases, the overall trend of the reflection coefficient coincides with the corresponding TL curve, while the absorption coefficients are constantly zero. This means that the attenuation mechanism of such silencers is purely reflective.
The accumulative effect of resonator cells indicates the possibility of improving TL performance by connecting multiple unit cells with varying dimensions. The principle is verified using the silencer configuration shown in Fig. 6 . Along the duct side-wall, five unit cells with varying depths ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 m are attached, in a random sequence. The PTFs of each cell is pre-calculated and stored in a database, allowing a flexible modeling of the system. The predicted TL curves corresponding to three different cell sequences are presented in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that, irrespective of the sequence, the resonant peaks attributed to each unit cell can be clearly identified. By combining different unit cells, the attenuation bandwidth is significantly widened, which is desirable for broadband noise control applications. This comparison also shows that different cell sequences also impact the TL, which can be further optimized using the proposed approach at a very low computational cost.
Through the present example, the advantage of bringing the concept of unit cell into silencer design is demonstrated. In the design stage, the performance of such silencer can be quickly estimated by studying the acoustic stop bands provided by each unit cell. By combining different unit cells with optimized TLs to cover distinct frequency bands, the overall attenuation performance can be greatly enhanced within a prescribed frequency region.
B. Hybrid silencers with partitions and MPPs
By adding MPPs, the combined effect of internal partitions with MPPs is first studied based on Sec. III A, which reveals the locally and non-locally reactive behavior of a MPP under different circumstances. The hybrid attenuation mechanism of such silencer is then analyzed by separating the reactive and absorptive effect, and the influence of MPP parameters is discussed.
Locally reactive and non-locally reactive behavior of MPPs
When MPPs are added to the reactive silencers in Fig. 4 , the side-branch cavity and the main chamber is separated by an impedance surface corresponding to the MPP. The MPP parameters used in the simulation are t ¼ d ¼ 1 mm with perforation ratio r ¼ 1%. Using the proposed formulation in Sec. II, the predicted TLs corresponding to three MPP silencers with single, dual, and five chambers are presented in Fig. 7 .
For the first case with no partition, comparison with the TL of the empty chamber without MPP in Fig. 4 shows that MPP has almost no effect in the low frequency range below 400 Hz, and only generates narrow TL peaks after this frequency. The MPP seems to exert marginal influence on the empty chamber. To explain this, the sound pressure field inside the silencer at f ¼ 380 Hz is plotted in Fig. 8 , where the pressure distribution inside the duct and side-branch is seen to be almost in phase. Since the vibration of air mass inside perforated holes depends on the pressure difference across the MPP surface, the added MPP can hardly provide any sound dissipation in such circumstance. This so-called "non-locally reactive" behavior of a MPP should be particularly noted. This indicates that by simply adopting a MPP with backing cavity system as a sound absorption device may not be effective for duct silencing purpose in real industrial applications, due to the non-locally reactive behavior of MPP. Meanwhile, only considering the absorption ratio of conventional MPP absorber configuration 17 (with a backing cavity under normal incidence) may lead to wrong estimations on its actual performance.
When solid partitions are added inside the backing cavity, the combined effect of a MPP with internal partitions is shown in Fig. 7 . With one pair of partitions, the sound pressure field inside the side-branch cavity is segmented from the middle. The induced pressure difference on both sides of a MPP causes the effective vibration of the hole mass, resulting in a TL peak near 400 Hz due to effective energy dissipation. With more pairs of partitions, the side-branch can be viewed as an array of unit cells, and the resulted TL is again an accumulative effect of all the cells connected in series. It is also found that the TL curve is roughly in accordance with the absorption coefficient of a unit cell, which takes the basic structure of a MPP absorber with a backing-cavity. 17 According to Wu, 25 if the distance between the backing partitions is smaller than half of the acoustic wavelength, the sound propagation in the y and z axes (Fig. 3) can be neglected. Therefore, the unit cell with a MPP can be approximated as a "locally reacting" boundary surface, whose normal impedance is an a priori quantity. In practice, this may be achieved by partitioning the backing-cavity behind a MPP using honeycomb structures. 23 
Parametric influences and hybrid attenuation mechanism
To achieve better silencer design, the influence of MPP parameters on the silencing performance is studied. According to Maa, 17 the surface impedance of a MPP depends on the hole diameter d, panel thickness t, and perforation ratio r. Equation (4) shows that the hole resistance is proportional to the first order of panel thickness and second order of hole diameter, which means that controlling MPP impedance by adjusting the hole diameter is more effective than thickness. On the other hand, as reported from the MPP manufacturer, the hole diameter and panel thickness are usually made equal due to manufacturing constraints. Therefore, the present study combines d and t as a single variable, i.e., d ¼ t.
In Fig. 9 , the influence of the hole diameter is shown by comparing three MPP cases with 1, 0.5, and 0.2 mm hole diameters, respectively, where the perforation ratio is kept the same at 1%. The side-branch cavity (0.5 m in length) is divided into five sub-chambers using solid partitions. It can be seen from the comparison that with decreasing hole diameter, the narrow TL peak becomes flattened and widened, leading to a better broadband attenuation performance. The reason is that a smaller hole diameter induces higher acoustic resistance, which is most effective in widening the absorption bandwidth.
The transition phenomenon from a dissipative MPP silencer to a reactive silencer with increasing hole size can also be seen in Fig. 9 . Note that when the hole diameter becomes greater than 1 mm, the Maa's formula in calculating its characteristic impedance is less accurate. Therefore, in the simulations, the MPP hole impedance [Eq. (4)] is replaced by the perforated hole impedance: 11, 13 
It can be seen that when d is increased to 2 mm, the TL peak is moved to a higher frequency. Continuously increasing the hole diameter, the surface impedance of the perforated panel is comparable to air, and the TL curve is almost equivalent to the reactive silencer in Fig. 4 . This implies that the perforated duct liner with relatively large holes can be used to guide the flow and reduce back pressure in reactive silencers, such as the one presented in Fig. 6 , while exerting negligible influence on the desired TL performance.
The hybrid noise attenuation mechanism is captured by separating the reflected and absorbed sound energy. The reflection and absorption coefficients (R and a, respectively) corresponding to the three MPP cases are presented in Fig.  10 . A comparison between TL curve (Fig. 9 ) and the corresponding R and a curve (Fig. 10) allows identifying the dominant effect of the MPP silencer. For the sake of analysis, we define a stop band providing a minimum TL of 10 dB. With a small MPP hole size (d ¼ 0.2 mm), Fig. 9 shows a stop band roughly from 450-1200 Hz. It can be seen from Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) that, within roughly the same frequency band, the reflection remains rather low (R < 0.2), while the absorption is strong (a > 0.8). It is obvious that the dissipative effect dominates in this case. On the contrary, with a large hole size (d ¼ 1 mm), a narrow stop band is produced, roughly ranging from 300-600 Hz. Within the same frequency band, a strong reflection occurs [ Fig. 10(a) ] along with a much weakened absorption [ Fig. 10(b) ]. In this case, the silencing performance of the silencer is mainly due to the reactive effect. The case with intermedia hole size (d ¼ 0.5 mm) is a combination of reactive effect and dissipative effect. It is worth noting that the above analyses neglect the effect of mean flow inside the silencer. In the presence of air flow, Rao and Munjal 34 showed that normal perforated holes ( > 1 mm) can be also dissipative due to an increased acoustic resistance.
As to the influence of perforation ratio, Fig. 11 presents three MPP cases with varying perforation ratios from 0.2% to 1%. It can be seen that the TL is very sensitive to the perforation ratio, since the MPP surface impedance is always inversely proportional to r. The above analysis suggests that an optimal tuning of MPP parameters should always consider the hole diameter and perforation ratio together.
Optimization study
Owing to the flexibility and calculation efficiency offered by the proposed formulation, an optimization example based on the two MPP variables d and r is carried out in this section. According to Eq. (19) , the silencer TL is calculated by the relative ratio between the incident sound power at the inlet and the transmitted power at the outlet. Since the incident power is a fixed value [Eq. (20) ], the overall silencing performance within a particular frequency range can be assessed by summing up the transmitted power at all frequencies, calculated via Eq. (21) .
The first case attempts to optimize the TL from 200 to 1400 Hz, which covers nearly three octave bands. The constraint on the hole diameter is set as 0.1 to 1 mm, with an increment of 0.1 mm (10 points in total), and that of the perforation ratio varies from 0.1% to 2%, with an increment of 0.1% (20 points). The full optimization process using the proposed approach is presented in Fig. 12 . For each combination of d and r, the transmitted power at 121 frequency points (with a linear frequency step of 10 Hz) are summed up as the "total transmitted power." The lower value means better overall silencing performance. Owing to the modular nature of the proposed formulation, only MPP mobility in Eq. (10) is re-calculated during the optimization loop, while subsystem PTFs of all the other acoustic domains are unchanged. As such, the computational time for nearly 2:5 Â 10 4 calculations in total is typically less than 10 min using a personal computer.
From the optimization map, the minimal point is identified at t ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm, r ¼ 1:1%, and the resulted TL is plotted in Fig. 13 . It can be seen that such MPP parameters provide a broadband TL characteristics compared with the reactive silencer without MPP (Fig. 4) , with stop band covers from 280 to 1360 Hz. Following the same procedure, another optimization case targets a narrower frequency band from 300 to 900 Hz. The optimization gives optimal combination of t ¼ d ¼ 0.2 mm, r ¼ 0:8%. In Fig. 13 , the optimized silencer shows better performance than the previous one in the target frequency range.
The tuning of MPP parameters demonstrates the capability of the proposed approach in performing system optimization. It is noted that for practical silencer design, the backing-cavity dimension of unit cells can also be included as optimization parameters, as verified in Sec. III A.
Partial MPP with opening
To further demonstrate the capability of the proposed formulation, a complex silencer configuration comprising partial MPPs is studied, where the MPP facing of a unit cell is partially opened with an aperture. The co-existence of a MPP and an aperture among a mixed separation interface is treated using a recently proposed Compound Interface technique, 33 with the aperture being formulated as an equivalent virtual panel element. 35 In the simulation, 1/10 or 2/10 of the MPP surface area is allowed to open, as sketched in Fig. 14 The corresponding TL curves are presented in Fig. 14. Comparing to the silencer with closed MPP, the TL performance near the peak region is lifted up, without sacrificing too much at other frequencies. This means that a partial MPP can further enhance the desired silencing performance near the target frequencies. If the partial MPPs are replaced by partial solid panels, the TL characteristics of the reactive silencers 32 are also compared in Fig. 14. As expected, the reactive silencers can only provide narrow TL stop bands. This shows that by introducing micro-perforations to the reactive silencer, the narrow TL can be greatly improved to a broadband behavior.
To understand the underlying mechanism, the sound reflection and absorption coefficients corresponding to the partial and closed MPP configurations are compared in Fig. 15 . It can be seen that with partial MPP, the absorption effect is not as effective as the closed one, while the reflection effect is stronger. The enhanced reactive behavior can be explained by the direct connections between the duct and backing cavities in the presence of openings, where the resonator effect due to internal partitions becomes more dominant. On the other hand, the weakened dissipative effect with openings is possibly due to induced pressure balance across the MPP surface, 33 which lowers the extent of air mass vibration inside holes. Another plausible reason might be a reduction in the effective absorbing surface area due to partial MPPs.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To further confirm the calculation using the proposed formulation, a MPP silencer as shown in Fig. 16(a) is constructed and tested. The experimental setup is based on the four-microphone, two-load method, as detailed in Ref. 32 . The dimension of the expansion chamber is the same as the one used in Sec. III, and the aluminum MPP panels 0.35 mm thick are punched with 0.25 mm holes, with a perforation ratio of 1.2%.
In Fig. 16(b) , the calculated TL using the proposed approach is presented and compared with the measured results, which shows good agreement. The discrepancies mainly come from the possible experimental error, and imperfection of the MPP. It can be seen that such MPP silencer with small expansion ratio provides an acoustic stop band from 300 to 1050 Hz, with TL greater than 10 dB, which exhibits great potential in the design of practical noise control systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A 3D sub-structuring approach, along with a unit cell treatment, is proposed to model expansion chamber silencers with internal partitions and MPPs. The side-branch configuration is treated as a combination of unit cells connected in series, each comprising a MPP facing and a backing cavity. The proposed formulation is employed to study various MPP silencer configurations, which demonstrates its capability and flexibility in handling such systems. The accuracy and convergence of the calculations are validated against FEM analyses and experiments.
The hybrid noise attenuation mechanism of the MPP silencer is revealed. In principle, a typical MPP silencer exhibits both dissipative and reactive effects to the incoming sound. As a whole, a MPP under grazing incidence dissipates sound energy into heat by means of air mass vibration inside holes, while the backing partitions provide a reactive effect by reflecting sound waves to the upper-stream. Depending on the size of the perforation hole, the noise attenuation can be dominated by one or the other. Typically, with a small hole size, dissipation dominates, usually resulting in a wider TL stop band. In the other extreme case with a large hole size, reactive effect dominates, leading to a much narrower and pronounced TL stop band in a lower frequency range. For a broadband sound absorption, the hole diameter, together with the perforation ratio and other parameters, can be optimized to balance the dissipative and reactive effect, for ultimately achieving the desired noise attenuation performance within a prescribed frequency region. It is demonstrated that the proposed formulation, together with the unit cell treatment, due to the modular nature, allows not only a quick estimation of acoustic stop bands provided by each cell and the assembled system, but also a flexible tuning of existing design and optimization in a flexible, accurate, and cost effective manner.
As a final remark, it should be mentioned that the numerical studies reported in this paper neglect the possible presence of the internal flow, whose influence on both the MPP behavior and the silencing performance of the silencer may not be negligible when the flow speed is high. This shows the necessity for revisiting the conventional impedance formula of the MPP, understanding its energy dissipation mechanism, as well as re-evaluating the noise attenuation performance of the MPP-based silencer design in the presence of high-speed flow.
